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The At’m QT goes wherever you go.

The three pieces of At’m QT fit in the smallest car
trunk.  And it’s so lightweight, you don’t need a
mobility lift.  That means you can travel in anyone’s
car – no van or special transport required.  At’m QT
can even be checked as airline baggage.

The At’m QT assembles in seconds.

How easy is it to get your At’m QT up and at’m?
First, place the base on the ground – the wheel
locks will hold it steady.  Next, fold open the seat
like a lawn chair and lock it onto the base. Finally,
put the battery in place and plug it in. It’s that
simple!

The At’m QT was made easy for you to drive.  

Just flip the switch and go.

A touch of the joystick has you moving up to 4 mph.
And At’m QT is spunky and maneuverable enough
to take you wherever you want to go. Around the
kitchen, across thresholds, over the curb or through
the mall.  So what are you waiting for? With At’m
QT, nothing’s stopping you from going, doing, and
enjoying life.

Wherever you’re going, At’m QT goes, too.  It’s the power chair lightweight and compact enough to fit in the trunk of a car.
Simple enough to assemble in 60 seconds.  Powerful enough for a full day of adventure. 

How easy is At’m QT?  If you can set up a lawn chair, you’re ready.  No mobility lifts, no tools, just three easy pieces to
assemble.  Open the seat, snap it on the lightweight base, add the quick disconnect battery and go.  No wonder we call
At’m QT the Take Along Chair!

Wherever you go, you’re up and At’m in 60 seconds.

Dimensions At’m QT
Length 

w/footrests folded up 28.5"
w/footrests down 35.5"

Width
base w/o joystick 25.5"
over arms and joystick 25"

Seat-to-floor 20"
Weight capacity 250 lb.
Speed range 0 - 4 mph
Incline capability 6˚
Weight

Base only 34 lb.
Seat only 14 lb.
Battery pack 19 lb.

Ground clearance 2" minimum
Operating range* Up to 8 miles
Warranties

Frame 3 years
Electronics 1 year

* Range varies with battery condition, 
surface, terrain and operator weight 




